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Objectives
Digital imaging has become one of the 
standard procedures in dental practice. A 
variety of different intraoral scanners are 
available for this purpose. A universally 
valid and accepted procedure for 
digitizing a specific anatomical situation 
is not yet available. This makes it difficult 
to obtain an accurate and reproducible 
result. The aim of the study was to 
develop a standardized workflow that 
improves quality and guarantees precise 
results regardless of the scanner type. The 
deviations between the data record and 
the original should be as small as possible.

Material & methods
The data sets were collected from eight 
different scan protocols and compared 
with a master scan (laboratory scanner). 
The protocols were applied five times to 
a test jaw. The data were collected with 
three different intraoral scanners in a light 
box with identical lighting conditions. 
To quantify the deviations, the scans 
were superimposed and the deviations 
in regio 41 and 47 were compared. The 
statistical analysis was carried out by an 
ANOVA and a Tukey-HSD post-hoc test.
Results None of the strategies proved 
to be superior overall. The deviations 

were on average 0.57mm (SD ± 0.13mm) 
in the anterior region and 0.72mm (± 
0.3mm) in the posterior region. Strategy 3 
(swiping movements from 37 to 47 along 
the dental arch) was able to generate 
the most accurate data for the anterior 
region with mean deviations of 0.52mm 
(± 0.117mm) and strategy 5 (lingual 
from 37 to 47 - occlusal from 47 to 37 - 
vestibular from 37 to 47) for the posterior 
region with mean deviations of 0.61mm 
(± 0.3mm). Differences between the 
different scanners were also detected.

Conclusions
Depending on the target or size of the 
digital impression, choosing the right 
scanning strategy can increase the 
“accuracy and precision” of the data 
set. Not only the target region, but also 
the scanner used should be considered. 
The available results cannot identify a 
generally superior strategy currently. This 
is of particular importance, as deviations 
in the digital impression can affect the 
"fit accuracy"of dental restorations. 
Nevertheless, the aim of further 
comparative studies should be to develop 
a universal scanning method that delivers 
consistently realistic, accurate and 
precise results regardless of the scanner.
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INTRODUCTION

An accurate impression of the oral situation is the 
basis for appropriate indirect restorations such as 
crowns, bridges and inlays (1). Despite improvements 
in impression materials and methods, errors can lead 
to inaccuracies that affect the fit. Digital impressions 
offer new possibilities for taking impressions of the oral 
situation. However, as with conventional impressions, 
factors that affect accuracy must be considered. Digital 
technologies have led to new workflows in dentistry (2). 
CAD/CAM systems have been used to digitally fabricate 
dental restorations since the 1980s. There are two paths: 
the indirect digital workflow, in which a conventional 
model is digitized with a laboratory scanner, and the 
direct path, in which the oral situation is scanned with 
an intraoral scanner (3). Either way, the restoration can 
be reconstructed on the computer and fabricated using 
additive or subtractive manufacturing techniques. The 
goal of introducing intraoral scanners (IOS) to dentistry 
is to achieve reproducible accuracy in impression-taking 
while saving time (4). Studies have shown that IOS 
systems provide similar or even more accurate results 
than conventional impressions. The scanning strategy 
plays an important role in the acquisition of data and the 
accuracy of the impression. There are several intraoral 
scanners with different technologies and features (5).

IOS Basics
There are different digitization methods for generating 
data sets (24). IOS systems can be divided into powder-
free and non-powder-free systems. The acquisition of 
all topographic surfaces in the oral cavity is limited due 
to the design and anatomical conditions (6, 7). There 
are different software and hardware solutions available 
from intraoral scanner manufacturers to generate a 
digital data set. In addition, there are different data 

formats for storing the digitized jaw. A distinction 
is made between "accuracy" and "precision", where 
"accuracy" indicates how close the measured value 
is to the target value and "precision" describes the 
scatter of the measurement results (8). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Scanning was performed with eight different scan 
protocols per scanner and then compared to a master 
scan. Each protocol was applied five times to one 
test jaw. Data acquisition was performed with three 
different intraoral scanners, all placed in a lightbox 
with identical lighting conditions. To quantify the 
deviations, the scans were aligned in region 37-35 and 
superimposed. On the contralateral side, the deviations 
were compared in regions 41 and 47. To compare the 
"accuracy" of the scans, two software solutions were 
tested: CoDiagnostiX™, and Exocad™. Exocad™ 
proved to be the better software for comparing 
the scans, as it was easier to make a reproducible 
comparison. Statistical analysis was performed using 
ANOVA and a Tukey-HSD post hoc test.

RESULTS

None of the strategies used proved superior overall. 
Mean deviations of 0.57 mm (standard deviation ± 
0.13 mm) were observed in the anterior region, while 
deviations of 0.72 mm (± 0.3 mm) occurred in the 
posterior region. It was observed that strategy 3 (Fig. 1) 
(wiping movements from 37 to 47 along the dental arch) 
produced the most accurate data in the anterior region, 
with mean deviations of 0.52 mm (± 0.117 mm), while 
strategy 5 (Fig. 1) (lingual from 37 to 47 - occlusal from 
47 to 37 - vestibular from 37 to 47) produced the best 
results in the posterior region, with mean deviations 

Fig. 1 Strategy 3 and 5
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of 0.61 mm (± 0.3 mm). Differences were also found 
between the scanners used. Three categories were 
distinguished: First, all scans from one scanner were 
averaged and compared to the other scanners. This 
was done in both the anterior and posterior regions. 
In both the anterior (Table 1) and posterior regions 
(Table 2), the direct comparison between scanners 2 & 
3 yielded a non-significant result. Overall, the results 
were inhomogeneous. In the second comparison, all 
scans of a strategy from all scanners were compared 
to each other so that the most accurate strategy could 
be selected regardless of which scanner was ultimately 
chosen. This comparison did not yield significant 
results in either the anterior or posterior region.
Each strategy per scanner was additionally tested for 
significance in the comparison (Table 3). The two-
factor ANOVA yielded a significant result for the 

interaction of scanner and strategy in the anterior 
region (p=0.002), also indicating that the performance 
of the strategies depends on the choice of scanner. 
However, when the strategies of each scanner are 
considered in pairs with a one-factor ANOVA, the 
result is heterogeneous in terms of p-value. In the 
posterior region, there is no overall homogeneous 
result across the means. Significance testing with 
a two-factor ANOVA revealed that the p-value for a 
"scanner strategy" comparison was not significant 
(p=0.174). The within-scanner comparison is not 
significant. There is a trend (p=0.051) for scanner 2.

DISCUSSION

Discussion of the experimental design
Three different intraoral scanners were used in this 

Tab. 1 Anterior Region, all scans

Tab. 1 Each Strategy per scanner. Legend: scanner 1  scanner 2  scanner 3  

Tab. 2 Posterior Region, all scans
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study: Medit i500®, Trios 3®, and Omnicam®. Previous 
studies have compared these scanners individually, 
but not against each other in terms of "scanning 
strategy accuracy". The latest, Dentsply / Sirona 
scanner, Primescan®, has been evaluated as the most 
accurate scanner in some studies. Since this scanner 
was not available in this study, it is recommended 
that it be included in future studies. Dimensionally 
stable materials were used for the model to achieve 
reproducible results (9-11). Previous studies used 
different materials. Ender et al. (2019) used field-
split ceramics for a maxillary model and found that 
more translucent materials had greater deviations 
(10). Overall, the results are only indicative of the 
expected behavior in a patient’s mouth and further in 
vivo studies should be conducted (12). The "accuracy" 
of intraoral scanners is influenced by several factors, 
including the "scanning strategy" (13-17). This has 
been noted in other literature sources. An extensive 
literature search revealed several scanning protocols 
with minor variations. Manufacturers have developed 
different scanning protocols to achieve the most 
accurate results due to the specific differences in their 
systems. In the latest models of intraoral scanners, 
"accuracy" is no longer affected by the scanning 
strategy, according to the manufacturers. For example, 
the Trios5® from 3shape™ no longer requires a specific 
scanning protocol due to new software algorithms 
(18). This scanner should also be included in future 
studies. "Reproducibility" and "high accuracy" were 
considered when selecting the CAD program for this 
study. Several studies have used Exocad software™ 
to evaluate scans (19-21). Feng et al. (2021) used 
Exocad™ in a similar study and evaluated the scans 
with a color scale to visualize the distance between 
the scans (22). A similar comparison was made in the 
present study. Two areas were considered: "occlusal 
deviation" and "bucco-lingual deviation". Compared 
to other studies that used industrystandard software 
solutions, this study chose a dental product to provide 
a more realistic evaluation (10, 11, 23, 24). The goal 
of this study, to identify a scanning strategy that 
would produce the lowest possible deviation across all 
scanners, could not be achieved. There are significant 
differences between the individual strategies and 
scanners. A clinically relevant influence of the choice 
of strategy in relation to the impression size as well as 
the scanner used could also be determined. The results 
of this study show a significant “influence of scanning 
strategy" on "accuracy”.

All scans from one strategy in the anterior region 
In this study, the scanner from an older model cycle 
(Scanner 1) was found to provide the most accurate 
results in the anterior region of all scans from one 
scanner. This is in contrast to another study by Diker et 
al. (2020) in which the Trios 3® was more accurate than 

the Omnicam (24). Diker et al. (2020) found significant 
differences in accuracy between the different scanners, 
with the Primescan® from DensplySirona™ being the 
most accurate.

Scanner Strategies in the Anterior Region
Feng et al (2021) found significant differences in the 
"accuracy" of different scan head movements. An 
S-shaped movement showed the most accurate results 
(22). Strategy 3 in this study is similar to this movement. 
It should be investigated whether combinations of head 
movements and scanning strategies can lead to more 
accurate results. In the present study, no correlation 
was found between the "scanning strategies". Strategy 
3 was the most accurate in the anterior region, but had 
a wider range. Strategy 6 had the least variability. A 
similar study found that a sequential strategy also had 
low variance (25).

Strategies of the scanners in the anterior region
In this section, the variations of the different scanning 
strategies for each scanner are considered. A study by 
Latham et al. (2018) found that the scanning protocol 
similar to that of the Omnicam® manufacturer was the 
most accurate (14). However, the results contradict 
the results of the present study in which this protocol 
was the least accurate. A study by Gavounelis et al. 
(2021) examined the effects of "deviating" from the 
manufacturer’s strategy for the Medit i500® and found 
similar results. A similar study by Medina-Sotomayor 
et al. (2019) found no significant differences between 
"scanning strategies" (25). However, there are 
differences in the models, materials, and comparison 
programs used that may lead to these discrepancies.

DISCUSSION OF POSTERIOR REGION RESULTS

All scans from one scanner 
Ender et al. (2019) investigated size variation in whole 
jaw scans and found different results compared to the 
present study (10). Renne et al. (2017) and Resende 
et al. (2021) also showed different results regarding 
"scanner accuracy" (26, 27). Nagy et al. (2020) found 
the Trios 3® to have the lowest variation (11). These 
differences may be due to various factors and study 
design. The results highlight the need for further 
in vivo studies, as the variations are extreme when 
using the Medit i500® for dental work and may affect 
the "accuracy" of fit of the restoration. Impression 
accuracy studies between different materials have also 
been conducted (Haghi et al., 2017) (28).

All scans of a strategy
The results in this section show that strategy 5 has the 
least variation across the entire jaw. This is in contrast 
to the study by Feng et al. (2021), where different 
head movements showed significant differences in the 
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"accuracy" of the scans (48). It is recommended that 
further studies investigate the combination of strategy 
5 with an S-shaped head movement to determine if 
this leads to significantly better results. A study by 
Müller et al. (2016) found no significant differences in 
"accuracy", but a significant difference in "precision" 
between the different scanning strategies (16). Strategy 
B in this study corresponds to the presented strategy 
5, which provided the most accurate results over the 
entire jaw. If a consistent strategy is to be used for all 
areas, strategy 3 is recommended because it has the 
least overall variation. However, if a universal strategy 
is not to be used, a detailed analysis of all scans and 
strategies is required to perform a comprehensive 
comparative analysis.

Scanner Strategies in the Posterior Region
The Medit i500® scanner shows the least deviation in 
the posterior region, with the exception of strategies 
2.6 and 2.8. Gavounelis et al. (2021) also found that the 
"sequential scanning strategy" was the most accurate 
(29). In the present study, strategy 2.5 produced the 
most accurate results, in contrast to the study by 
Gavounelis et al. (2021), where Figure B was the least 
accurate. Differences may be due to various study 
design factors, such as the use of a model instead of 
real jaws and different practitioners. In a study by 
Medina-Sotomayor et al. (2018), the Trios 3® with 
a "wiping motion strategy" was the most accurate, 
while the Medit with strategy 3 was the least accurate 
(25). However, in the present study, strategy 3 of the 
Medit i500® was not the least accurate. The Trios 3® 
showed the least variation with strategy 3.5, and there 
were significant differences between scanners and 
strategies (see Table 2).

Outlook
The outlook of the present study emphasizes that 
IOS offer new opportunities for dental practices and 
can bring significant simplifications (30, 31). The use 
of IOS eliminates the inconvenience and discomfort 
associated with conventional impressions, such as 
manipulation in the mouth, odor annoyance, and 
potential gag reflex. In addition, digital impressions 
reduce the potential errors and inaccuracies that 
can occur with conventional impressions and allow 
for immediate on-screen review and correction of 
preparations. IOS also have advantages in orthodontic 
treatment and can lead to improved fit of restorations 
and aligners. In addition, IOS can be used for 
proximal caries detection, shade determination 
and archiving of orthodontic models. They also 
offer advantages in terms of infection risk, quality 
assurance, documentation, and forensic purposes (32). 
However, it is emphasized that careful consideration 
of investment costs and practice implementation 
is required. There are also some limiting factors for 

the use of IOS, such as deep cavities, subgingival 
preparations and endodontic lesions (33). Studies 
also suggest that the integration of IOS into dental 
education should be encouraged to prepare students 
for the use of digital technologies in practice (34). In 
addition, potential future developments are discussed, 
such as the use of smartphones for 3D digitization of 
models and the investigation of potential hazards 
associated with IOS (35, 36). Overall, the outlook 
shows that IOS are a promising technology with the 
potential to improve dentistry, but further research 
and development is needed to further optimize their 
application areas and effectiveness.

CONCLUSION

The paragraph states that depending on the target 
or size of the digital impression, choosing the right 
scanning strategy can increase the accuracy and 
precision of the data set (7). It is noted that there is 
currently no generally superior strategy. Variations 
in the digital impression can affect the "accuracy of 
the fit" (24). The scanning protocol may affect the 
"accuracy" and "precision" of the scan. Results may be 
affected by various factors and other in vivo influences 
such as blood, saliva, soft tissue, crowns and bridges 
may lead to different results. However, the goal of 
further studies should be to develop a universal 
scanning procedure that consistently provides realistic 
and accurate results regardless of the scanner.
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